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Presentation
Design and functional bespoke planters.

The requirements specification of the STEELAB SPA range is to best respond to operators wishing to achieve a sober and uncluttered flowering without 
neglecting the constraints of use to which they must respond. The concept of STEELAB SPA is based on a planting container claded with removable 
panels. Without visual impact, the internal tray can thus accommodate many functions: Handling by pallet truck; Sealing on ground; Connection to 

networks; Adjustable culture volume; Root ball anchoring; etc. 

The removable cladding panels themselves offer a number of advantages. For the sake of plantations, they create a double skin limiting the effects of 
solar radiation. They will be also optionally equipped with thermal insulation. Several sets of claddings can be created for each planter and thus allow a 

temporary personalization. And, conversely, a single outer panel set will be associated with several planting container for seasonal turnover.

Obvious advantages for sites subject to management, cleaning and maintenance constraints.

Materials

The planting conatiner, will be made of aluminum or galvanized 
steel according to their relevance with the intended use.

The choice of material and finish is practically infinite for the 
covering panels: Aluminum and laquered steel or even enamel-
led, Corten steel, brushed stainless steel or polished, etc.

Finishes
If they are lacquered, the removable panels can be in all the hues of the RAL color chart; 
Other color charts on request.  Matte, satin, gloss, or micronised / textured finishes.  

Installation
In options :  Ground secured fixing ; Handling casters ;  Adjustable 
support pads ;  etc.

Water management
Draining base with evacuation underneath the containers.
In options:  Water reservoir; Integration of horticultural systems; etc.


